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1 INTRODUCTION

Naw particle physics experiments are correlated with high lu-

amosity and/or high energy (I). The new generation of colliding

b**a M C h m u which will ba constructed Hill aaice an extrapolation

of a (actor of 100 in the center of aasa energy and of 1000 in lu-

•inosity beyond present accelerator*. The scientific community

hopes that vary exciting physics results could be achieved this

nay, fro* the solution to the probtea of electroHeak symmetry brea-

king to the possible discovery of new, unpredicted phenomena.

The characteristics of the radiation field the detectors must

cope Mith is a coaplex function on the particles which collide, on

tnair cantar of mass energy, on the machine luminosity, as well as

on the details concerning the geometry and composition of tha whole

datection systaa. Tha radiation level depends substantially on tha

type Of interactions (electromagnetic or strong), between the par-

ticles in the colliding beaas. Specific problcas appear in the cal-

culations of composition and intensity of the radiation field for

tha proposed hadron colliders. Studies were developed to modal the

radiation field at colliders (see (2-41 and references cited

therein). Soth the increase of tha canter of n«ss energy and the

increase of luminosity act in tha same direction. increasing the

'lucness of particle* which are traversing the detectors.

Tha perticlas which compose the radiation field are: elec-

trons, pionm, neutrons, proton* and photons.

It has bacoa* evident that tha problem of the radiation resis-

tance of detectors in this severe environment is a crucial one.

This situation is complicated aoro by the fact that detectors io-

work all the run tin* of tha machine, and batter all tha time .

the experiment, without replacement (part or whole). So. studie

related to the investigation of tha radiation hardness of all at

tector parts, are developing laaa. e.g. the CERN RAD program*

These studias are in part material and davica characterization a.

tar irradiation, and in part technological developments, aade .

order to find hardner. cheaper technologies, for larger surfaces.

Semiconductor detectors have proven to ba a good choice t^

vertex and calonaetry (51. Both fixed target machines and colit

ders had utilized in the past silicon junction datactors as th

whole or part of tha detection system (see in (61 a list of preset,

and future experiments which utilize semiconductor detectors). Pre

cision beam hodoscopes and sophisticated trigger devices with silt

con are equally used. Tha associated electronics ta located na«

the detectors, and is subjected to the same radiation fields. Siu

dies of material and device radiation hardness «re developing i.

parallei.

2. NEUTRON INDUCED DAMAGE IN SILICON BULK AND IN SILICON DETECT,

Neutrons have been recognixad to produce significant lattic

defacta in silicon (7-81. ror th* new aachittes. tha major source..

ut all types of radiation are the primary pp collision 4nd th* nub

saquant interactions of tha neccndenas in tha detector elmaeot.

and in aachine equipment. Secondary interactions are producing -



lot of particles at lower energies than the p r u i n o s ; their enor-

0ias ere in th» region where defect production is more probable.

Thar* exists detailed imulations on the sequence of particle gene-

ration in hadronic interactions at high energies, first in * p n u -

ry collision, than « u nuclear spallation and evaporation p r o c < » u

plua •lectroacgnt-ic interaction*.

Regarding neutrons, it MAS obtained, as A conclusion of thaaa

simulations, that their energy spectrua 19 centered Around 1 HaV.

High neutron fluencea Mara eat mated, aspeciAlly for the caloriea-

car region, for the futura colliders (5). So. the necessity of the

study of the interaction of neutrons with the silicon bulk, as Mali

as to tha study of changes induced by neutrons in the characteris-

tics of silicon junction devices is inposing by itself.

Tha pnsary interaction of neutrons with silicon produces pri-

«ery knock-on atone (PKA) *nd vacancies; in their turn. tha PKA

has. sufficient kinetic energy to displace other Si Atons in the

seas lattice, generating a cascade of collision processes. The size

of tha displacement effects is proportional to the non - loniz 1 no.

nuclear energy available |9|. The resultant vacancies Are not

stable at roon temperature, and cove in the lattice, which leads to

th» formation of stable defects. as divacanciea and vacancy-

lapurity complexes. Lattice defacts correspond to energy levels in

She semiconductor band-gap.

The i n n Methods of detection and characterization of energy

lavals in the silicon band-gap are thsraosti»ullated currant spac-

troscopy (TSCI and deep laval transient apsctroacopy (DLTSI, Hhich

parent eh* determination of the defact energy level, the concentra-

tion and th* capture cross section.

The «odifications induced by irradiation in the lattice and .

the energy diagram, nenttoned before, are producing, in their tur.

changes in the physical parameters of tha satarial. Acting .,

generatlon-recoabination centers, the defects produce the decrea-

of the Minority earner lifetlae. Defects are also aodifyt

carrier concentrations and their sobility. These defects result

long-lived aodi t icat ions of the electrical properties of the n l .

detectors upon which their good operation say dapand.

Tha a i m detector characteristic* which ars aodifying att.

neutron irradiation are:

- tha leakage current,

- the C-V characteristic (slope and frequency dependence).

- tha charge collection efficiency.

- the effective doping concentration or full depletion vo,

tage.

Meutron irradiation produces the increase of the leakage cui

rent, the decrease of the charge collection efficiency, and. if ti

neutron cluence is higher than a specified threshold, in the ord<

of 10 n/cei , the inversion of the conductivity type m tha space

charge region of the p -n junction, frois high resistivity n to p.

It is important to understand and to characterize quantity

tivaly the changes induced by irradiation in the paracaters of at

niconductor detectors, in order to aAk« the necessary correctio>

whan their response is read-out.

This paper presents the cosson activity of groups tram is.

Joint (rislitul* /or tojetsar R»s»arct% (JtNRJ. frubfut (Laboratory t-

Superhigh Energy Physics). the Lfruuersily of Flarsrv:* & lt*t

ence, Italy, lh« SroohAausn National iadoratory. USA. and tt



C/r.ivj*rsi (v Of B\.cK.a:«s! a ,'nsiituie j; Atomic Pfiysi.cs. Bucharest.

Roaama, directed toward the elucidation of different problem re-

lated to radiacion daaage in semconductors and semiconductor devt-

cti.

Soae results obtained in the characterization of degradation

phanoaana in nautron irradiated silicon and silicon detectors. as

Halt a* the influence of different technological conditions on

(hair radiation hardness are reviewed:

- The Bonifications of the leakage current and of the deple-

tion voltage of the p-n junction with the neutron irradiation flu-

•nca have been Measured, at diffarent tine intervals eftot- irradia-

tion. Tha influence of the energy spectrum of the neutrons has been

investigated, asking irradiations at different facilities.

- Starting froa the laportance to have a microscopical under-

standing of tha exchangas produced in the silicon lattice and in

it* band gap by irradiation, spectroscopical measurements (theraos-

tiaullated currents! were performed. Some information on the rela-

tion between the radiation induced anargy levels in the silicon

band gap, tha neutron fiuence, and the processing conditions could

bs drawn.

As Bone aeasureaents in tha space-charge region of semiconduc-

tor detectors (capacitance-voltage. charge collection efficiency

after irradiation with short range particles) have Indicated an

inversion of the conductivity type, irradiated silicon bulk has

bean characterized by conductivity and Hall aeasurements. Praliai-

hsry results on the behavior of electron and hole concentrations in

highly nautron irradiated silicon saaplea could be extracted.

3 SAMPLE PREPARATION

The study of radiation deaage in neutron fields ispl:«s the

understanding of defact formation, aigration, and interaction Miti.

iBpurtttes in the silicon lattice. This could be done partially

studying the role of aabient and processing conditions on the de-

fects produced by irradiation. In this idea were prepared the

samples.

The staples studied Here either in the fora of p-n junctions

or four point contacts bulk silicon. for Hall aeasureacnta. all

froa high resistivtty silicon i^-^ kftca).

The samples were made by SCS-Tho«»on after the project ot

tNFN, by the rusaian industry after the project of JINR-Dubna. ana

at BNL. after its own project. *a follows.

P-n silicon junctions were prepared by SOS-Thomson, Italy, n.

the torn of 2x2 nm' and 5x5 aa detectors, one or four on tha saae

wafer, using Wacker '!!)> silicon. and a "standard" technology:

thermal oxidation, photolithography, ion IB and P) lapltntation,

thermal evaporation of aetallic contacts.

Oetectcrs. ««de on JINR-Dubna project by the ELliA Association.

Russia, in tha fora of p-n junctions, 20x20 aa (10). wars also aea-

sured. The p* aide of the junction is realized by Q mplantation.

but the possibility to sake it by a cheaper process, diffusion, is



in study. Aluminiua ohmic contacts 1 M» thick h»ve been deposited.

Specie! technologies have been developed at the BILL'S iilizon

Omocior and Development. Processing iaborato.-y. to do "impurity

enginoering*. Different oxidation conditions have baen utilized, to

investigate (hair influence on tho radiation hardness 111). These

five oxidations differ tn the maximum temperature, tha composition

of tha oxidation ambient and tha oxidation time (see Table 1).

A special technology to do o h m c contacts has also bean de-

veloped ac BUL. by A! deposition on "sand papsred" high resistivity

silicon {121. This aethod ha» baen utilized for the {our contact

bulk silicon sample*, where a possible inversion of the conductivi-

ty type could appear. Ohaic contacts are usually realized on high

resistivity silicon by a previous shallow lapurification of the

semiconductor in the region adjacent to the contact. These four

contacts square shaped sasples. 10x10 sa . of 400 and respectively

1000 us ware aada specially for Van der Pauw and H«li measurements.

4 NEUTRON IRRADIATION

As it has bean mentioned before, neutrons are a major conpo-

n»nt of the radiation field of a collider 12], so hardness tasting

tn neutron fields i* nowadays *n assential stago in detector cons-

truct ton, technological research and development studies.

Zt (• raeoaasndabls to do such test* of radiation resistance

of dse#ctor components in neutron fields tn conditions similar to

S

that in which they Hill work in tha colliders. Tha east important

characteristics of neutrons froa this point of view era tha energy

spectrum, the fluence and the flux. In order to have a separate

characterization of the daaagas induced by noutrons and photons, it

is racommendable that the neutron irradiation facility have a .-

component as Ion as possible. As sasiconductor parameters have *

strong temperature dependence, en equally important qualifier ot

the irradiation facility is tha temperature during irradiation.

Irradiations oi silicon p-n Junction detectors, of silicon

fast amplifiers, of bulk silicon samples with and without aetallic

contacts have bean made at the IBR-2 pulsad reactor of JIHR-Oubna.

at the irradiation facility of tha LOHSII University (USAI. and at

the Sign*-Sigma (Z£) facility of th« Institute of Atomic Physics in

Bucharest.

M l of than hava average neutron energies around ! HaV, bain?

in tha region of interest from the point of view of the siaulateii

energy spectruia of colliders, but in tha sane time of significant

displacement danage in silicon (13).

Neutron irradiations in this spectral region ("1 HaV) have

been perforasd at the Sigma-Siftna (Hi /aciiiiy in Sucharasl (141-

It has been constructed to ba an intermediate energy neutron source

for reactor doaiaetry 115), So, it has a high precision of the eva-

luation of tha fluence. as Hall «» a complete description of the

nautron energetic spectrus; these two qualities are vary important

for the studies of radiation damage.

Tha facility is a eoupled *ph»ric»i source located inaide the

graphite thermal coluan of the VVfi-S Bucharest reactor. Tha fis-

sion source la a natalUc uraniun muitimhell sphcra, with central



cavity of • diameter of ttO an, used for irradiation. It 19 con-

tained inside • acraan which absorbs tharaal and epithermal neu-

trons.

Tha neutron spectrum has bean Measured using proton reco.l

spectrometers: the differential tlux-spectru» has also been compu-

tad using the unfolding code SAND II am1 tha fusion and activation

reactions rates. Tha good concordance found between measurements

ard computation gives an idea about the quality of the calibration.

As was Mentioned befora, tha most mportant characteristics of

an irradiation facility for damage studies ara the energy spectrum

and the flux.

In Fig. 1. the differential spectrua of neutrons in IX is re-

presented, At the nominal powar of the reactor (2 MW) the averaged

energy in Che range 10 KeV - 18 HeV is (151:

<E > • 0.82? KeV

The calculated spectral index corresponding to the spectral

shape is 17.2 t 0.7. The hardness parameter, which characterizes

tha displacement danage. was found to be 0.704 i 0.07.

The integral flux density in tha range 10 KeV - 13 HeV is:

<» ' • 3.385"10P n/em's.

The Measurement of the fluence is realized with two fission

chambers, placed in the thermal coluan before and after the II

sphere. An absolute calibration is done before the irradiation. Tha

total error in the evaluation of tho flusnee is about 4 * (the

statistical error bat rig lees than 0.5 «).

Th» ratio between gaime dose rate and neutron flux density,

•assured with thersoluMinescant detectors at neutron (luences up to

10

3"10'2 n/cm* is 6.84«10'7 I rad/hl/m/ca'sl . The dose aeasureaen

«r« reproducible within 10*. A comparison between the gttoa do

inside the ITN-IC facility and that evaluated »n the central tr.

king region of the LHC (see (tO)and raf. cited therein) gives

factor of M smaller gamma dose rate in the studied irradtat,

facility, so that the supplementary effect due to gamma photons

believed to be small.

Temperature measurement during irradiation showed that up

10 n/cm fluence, the temperature is 23°C. and increases up

33°C at !0l* n/eii1.

At the irradiation facility of tha University of Lowall, n*

trons are obtained from Van der Qraaff accelerated protons. of

HeV energy, incident on a Li target, by means of the Julp.n) re«

tion (16). This facility has been specially designed to have a ve

low ratio between gamma doae and neutron fluance, to maka poasn

to separately study the influence of neutrons and of r rays.

In the irradiations at the l8R-£ puLaad reactor, 0/ Jl

Dubna. the detectors were placed in tha horixontal coluan. at

distance of 720 cm from the reactor core. The disaster of 1

nautron beam is 100 •• A screen of 2 en Pb and 1 n B C abaoi

thermal and epitheraal neutrons. The energy epectrue of this l*v

lity (see, e.g. (5)) is similar in shape with tha proapt fiss<

spectrum of U.

Tha integral flus density in the Interval 0.5 -17 KeV la:

«» > - 3.2 to'o/emV



5 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF
RADIATION DAMAGE

«J MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT-VOLTAGE AND CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE

CHARACTERISTICS OF JUNCTION PETECTQRS

It has bean proven of interest to quantitatively characterize

the neutron induced damage in p-n junction detectors from the study

of I-V and C-v characteristics before and after irradiation. A

Hewlett-Packard aet-up. at the Hicroelectromca factory 11

Bucharest was utilized. The contacts in the measurement system are

realized «ith ISM vacuum (back contact), and Mith a touch needle

coupled to a microscope table {or the rear one.

In the measurement of Che I-V characteristic, the Keithley 616

applies and stores the current in the sample. The 3455* Hewlett-

Packard IHP) digital voltmeter read-out the voltage. The HP-3052A

is the data acquisition system, coupled to the HP-9S4SA calculator.

A light screen was necessary due to the sensitivity o( thr- silicon

to light. The range of voltage variation Has 0 -50 V.

Tor the measurement of th* C-V characteristic. the 41C

Princeton Applied Research C-V plotter Has utilized too. The vol-

tage varied in the range 0 - 100 V.

The I-V and C-V characteristics of all p-n junction type de-

tectors irradiated at the 7.Z facility have been measured utilising

the described set-up, both before and after irradiation, at several

12

tine intervals after the neutron exposure, in order to underst.

the selfanneal ing mechanisms. The temperature during the meaau.

ment was taken.

bj ISS SET-UP AND OATft PROCESSING

Thermally simulated current spectroscopy ITSC) permits •

determination of the main parameters of the neutron induced at

defect levels in the semiconductor band-gap [17-20].

In this technique, a semiconductor detector is first cooled

a IOH temperature Mith a reverse voltage applied to it. Then i

energy levels associated with the defects are filled by applying

forward bias, and, after returning to the reverse bias, the detr

tor is heated with * constant rats. Measurements of the rnvei

current during the heating process show psaks due to the detrapp.

of carriers from the defect levels. The temperature at ohich "i

peaks occur is related to the energy level of the defect E i2i).

Each deep trap is characterized by th« energy level in i

band gap associated with the defect, E , by Its capture ero»

section, a, and by the bulk concentration N . To obtain these pa.

meters from TEC spectra, two different procedures can be used: i

variation of the heating rate Method (16! * 120), and the dela>

heating one 118-19).

The TSC experimental set-up (2*1 was entirely designed

built at the Energy Er»$m#*rin$ 0»parCm»nt Physte* Laboratory

13



the CVuvsrsuy o/ Florence It nainly consists in 4 liquid helium

dewar in which * descend caring th« a*mple holder is inserted. The

sample is maintained in the liquid helium vapors and thermal scans

are obtained by simply pulling the sample holder up and do«n inside

the dewar. A temperature controller (Lake Shore DC-91) is connected

to a silicon sensor, placed inside the sample holder, close to the

device under examination, to read the temperature during the ther-

mal scan. A Keithley 617 electrometer ensures that the sample cur-

rent is stored during the measurement. The entire system is compu-

ter interfaced by IEEE 488 modules. The data acquisition apparatus

alloos one to change the deexcitation tike, the reverse voltage

applied during the thernal scan, and the value and s.gn of the fil-

1 ing voltage.

For samples irradiated with neutron fluences in the order of

tO n/cm and higher, due to the presence of a multiplicity of

defects inside the semiconductor bulk a compound ISC spectrun re-

sults. The obtained TSC peaks are no more isolated, so the two me-

thods cited above I the variation of the heating rate and the de-

layed heating) cannot be applied.

A deconvolution program which takes into account carrier emis-

sion from traps during the thermal -.. n 1221 has been developed.

It* Main starting hypothesis *r» that during the thermal scan the

carrier capture process by traps is negligible and that the deple-

tion thickness is a constant. The performances of this code have

been tested by directly comparing the experimental and numerical

shapos ot the isolated TSC peak, related to the A center. A very

good concordance has been found, including the asymmetrical shape

in tenperatura ot the thermal eaismon peak.

14

TSC Measurements have been utilized to study the characteria

tics of the radiation induced energy levels in the silicon band

gap: at a high fluence of radiation (in the order of 10** n/cm'

for simples processed in different conditions, and as a function c-

the irradiation fluence. for given processing conditions.

c± HALL AND VAN DER PMJU BEASUREHEHTS ANfl S£I

from the study of the capacitance-voltage characteristic <.

irradiated silicon detectors It has baen found that irraoiaJio

induces resistivity variations in the bulk of p-n junction detac

tors (23-25). sons possible explanations being donor rasoval ai.

acceptor creation as a result of neutron irradiation (see the moo.

of J. Walter 1261 and the experimental results of the Hamburg grot,

in (27))- So. in high resistivity silicon, the problea of the 111

version of the conductivity type appears after a high level of 11

radiation (order of 10"* n/cm ). Different techniques Mere utilize

co put in evidence the phenomenon, by different groups [28-101.

Tho Van dor P«UM (resistivityi and Hall (Hall coefficient

measurements could give an understanding of the phenomena, whit

occur in high resistivity silicon under neutron irradiation. Stai

ting from the measured parameters, resistivity and Hal! coat

ficient. the electron and hole concentrations could be found 1

some suppositions on the scattering mechanism ara dona (311.

four contacts samples are required both for van d«r Paux an



Hall measurements. In the first case, 4 current 19 applied between

C«o adjacent terminals, while the voltage is measured between the

t*o opposite ones. In the second, currant is applied and voltage

•casured across the diagonal c( the sample. For both, a total of

sight voltages are taken ior each measurement, doing cyclic permu-

tations of the contacts, and for Hall, also the inversion of the

sign of the magnetic field. From these voltages, the resistivity

and the Hall coefficient of each sample can be deduced [32-331. and

fro* their ratio the Hall nobility can be derived.

A Keithley chain, at lAi* Energy Engineering Department Physics

Laboratory 0/ the iruuersity of Florence has. been utilized for both

types of neasurenents: a Keithlay 199 DMM to neaaure the voltages

across the sample under test, a Keithley 220 Current Source to ap-

ply the current, a Keithley 611 Electrometer to Monitor the applied

current, and a Keithley 70S Scanner • 7065 Hall Effect Card to do

the necessary connections for these Measurements. All this system

ii controlled by an ISM compatible computer, m t h the IEEE 4S8 in-

terface. The data acquisition program has bean done in Quick Basic.

The Magnetic field is applied utilizing the Varian V-400S Elec-

troaugnet, with a Varian V-2900 source. Froa the Magnetic field

calibration with a Ball gaussnetar, an homogeneous field zone at 5

cs diameter Mas Sound.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The M«in directions in tha study al degradation induced by

neutron irradiation are the understanding al fundamental inu

tiona of neutronm with tha silicon lattice (coaprtstng also

interactions with impurities present there, and this nay of

influence of technology), and tha passage froM the aieroscop

level (crystal lattica. band gap), to the Macroscopic*! on* Id*

parameters modified in radiation field).

The role of processing conditions on the radiation hardne.

silicon detectors has been investigated in parallel with the

fluence of the neutron fluence on the character 1st ice of daep .

gy levels produced by irradiation. TSC tneasurmnrnis hare been

lized in both cases.

The degradation of the electrical characteristics ol

silicon bulk after neutron irradiation have been studied util.

conductivity and Hall measurements. Tha free carrier coneentr*

have been derived. To note that, in coapariaon Kith the prtvi

cited analysis, related to the space-charge region ot the

junction, these measurements have been perfirnad in condition

low electrical field. So, there is no a direct relation betwee

carrier concentrations computed from Van dar Pauw and

measurements in bulk silicon and tha saaa concentrations >

could be computed applying carrier statistics an the results o

fieaaurements. supposing the BSMC starting Material, tha same e.

spectrum and (luence (or the irradiation nautrons. Ho«»v«

correlation between tha results obtained frea tha two up-

typaa of mcaaureaenta ta of interest.

tn tha first case, tha TSC spectra of samples with fiva

of oxidations (»ee Tabla 1) and which received tha same high

radiation fluence ot 1.06 x lo"n/e«' were compared (saa (341).

17



draw conclusions on the influence qt processing eonditions on the

radnt ion hardness.

The deconvolution method (22) has been applied to all TIC

spectra, which, due to the high radiation f luence, are characte-

rized by th« overlapping of peaks corresponding to different de-

tects. In fig. 2, a TSC spectrum is presented, for tha sample with

oxide », in the temperature range 52-190 K, together Nith the per-

formed deconvolution. In this restricted temperature interval 13

peaks hnve been found, corresponding to many energy levels in the

band gap.

Tha results obtained from tha application of the deconvolution

method to the TSC spectra measured for all five samples, each cor-

responding to one type of oxidation, are summarized in table 2.

Tha corresponding peak temperature, and in the case it has

baen known from literature, tha correspondence with the iattice

defect, can be found m the same table. It can be seen Chat the

lowest number of levels is obtained for the lower oxidation tem-

perature, in the process without triclorineethane (TCM. and the

highest nuabar for the higher oxidation temperature. Mich TCA. An

arrangement of the energy levels from table 2 in tha silicon band

gap. corresponding to all oxidations Analyzed, is presented in fig.

3.

The previously known energy levels are put in their right po-

sitions in tha band gap, donor or acceptor, while alt others are

Placed in tha upper middle of tha gap, because TSC measurements

could not, in fact, clarify tha ainority or iijoniy character of

traps.

From this study, we found that: tha oxidation temperature

not the direct determining factor, neither in tha number of <n<

levels, nor in tho concentration of known defects, although «-

levels were observed in tha casa of high taaperatura, with TCA •.

dation. From tha point of view of radiation hardnaas, it seem* •

the processing with TCA may induce more levels. However, extra

vsls introduced in tha TCA procaaaad saaplaa Bay also **rvm

sinks for vacancies, which aay decrease the concant rat ions of di

nant defect levels that are contributing to tha more serious v

bless such as tha reverse annealing of tha effaceiva impurity c

cantration.

Samples with the highest temperature oxidation and without

{oxidation A mentioned before), which seem more hard to radtati

were irradiated with neutrons of average energy 1 MeV, with I K

ces ranging from 2x10** to 1x10** n/cm1. and than were analyzed

TSC, to study the characteristica oj deep levels induced fev 1

t luence neutron irradiation. Unirrediated samples ware also in

composition of the set to be characterized. The original resulti

this study were reported in [3S1.

Fig. 4 presents a general overview of tha TSC total-apa^

obaervad for fluences 0. 4.6X1011, i.ixlO11 and 5.8*10** n/cm i

pectively. Only two peaka have baan found for tha undamaged d«<

tor, with temperatures close to 16 and 19K (fig 4a|. These v<

are present in the spactra of irradiated samples also, but «.

different heights. Many new peaka between 20X and ttOK «ppacr -

tha fluence is of the order of J.ixio" n/c*' (fig 4c).

ther irradiation, some of theae nan peaks siaply beeoaa

others overlap and become broad peaks (peak temparaturea:

19



41. 47. 90. 110 and 155K respect i valy). There are some other peaks

which appaar alraady at the lowest irradiation fluenca, of 1.5x10

n/cn1 (peak tenperatures: 70. 120, 135. 142 and 147K rsapectively) .

Energy lavals and trap concantratlona related to a&ch of the detec-

ted paalcs for Che fluencss axaminad are reported in tables 3 and 4.

The two peaka. praaent in all analyzed samples, unirradiatad and

irradiated, have baan identified as phosphorus and boron dopant

Lavals. In addition to the A and E centers, carbon related defect

and divacancy complex in different charge states, nine new defect

levels have bean observed for fluances over 10 n/ci . All paaka

*ru strongly dependent on the filling forward voltage or injection

currant, especially for high (luences of irradiation. The

dependence on the filling voltage of the total TSC spectrum related

to 3.6x10 n/ca

{ill in? voltage.

to 3.6x10*' n/ca1 fluence is shown in fig. 5, for 10 apd 50 Volts

Experimental investigations at high fluenoe have shown that

almost all trap concentrations are of the sane order of magnitude

as the initial doping concentrations (see table 41, so that no de-

fect should be neglected when radiation induced lattice disorder

affects are- examined.

The study oj hiSb resist ivi ty irradiated at 1 icon bj( Van der

£ajj_H and Hall »»uur«»»nta has also been initiated. Fast neutron

irradiation fluancaa ranged between 0 and 9x1o" n/c* . electron

and hole concentrations havn baan derived, supposing that radiation

induced clusters in the silicon bulk do not change the scattering

sechamsm for different irradiation fluences. The preliminary re-

sult* obtained from this study have bean reportad in (36).

We found that the resistivity increases with tha irredi*

fluence (this neans the silicon becoeas more intrinsic), and. *

a given fluonce begins to dacr«aae a little, but mainly ren

high resistivity, close to the intrinsic value, in agreement

ref 112) - see fig. 6. Tor the same set of samples, the

coefficient starts from 1CM negative values, incraaaea in abe.

value and then paaaes to positive value* - sea fig. 7.

From these results, tha dependencies of electron and hole

centrations on the irradiation fluence could be derived - see

8.

The most important observation resulting from these graphs

that, m the bulk of the irradiated silicon, both the electron

the hole concentrations evolve toward tha corresponding in:r.

valus in the Material. To nota that at the low trmm cat

concentrations present at high fluencas, an Inversion between t

and p type msy occur also in the electrical neutral bulk.

He note here that, tha Hall aeasurement was performed at

condition of no or low eSactric field, where there la no ei.

band bending and no Fermi level crossing by deep levels. On

other hand, the C-V measurements wera carried out in full dapU

or high electrical field, with band bending and Feral level <

sing !37). in tha Hall case, one measure* tha free earner coi.

(rations, n and p. In tha C-V cftsa, one measures the net ccncn.

tion of all ionized impurities and deep levels, N . »tueh ;•

equal to n or p for neutron irradieted silicon detectors.

Taking into account Che Inmarsat preaanted by this field.



tor high energy and high mtanaity physics experiment*, the

continuation of this research activity is intended, by Multiplying

the irradiation types. The range of neutron fluences m i l be

increased, and in the same ti«a the particle type Hill be

diversified, passing froa neutrons to charged particles, like

electrons, protons and heavy ions.

TABLES

Table 1: Processing conditions for the staples analyzed at • ) .

Table 2: Characterization by TSC of energy lavela induced by t.

diation in ail type of processed staples.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Neutron (lux density in the ITN - ZT facility (norm*lired

to 9.305K 10P n/cm'al

Fig. 2. TSC spectrum for sample Hith oxide A, in the temperature

interval 52-190 K. together with the performed deconvolution.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the energy levels in the band

gap of silicon for oxidations analyzed in 134).

Fig. 4. TSC total spectra observed for fluences of a) 0, b)

A.SxlO11 c) J.lxiO11. and d) 5.8x10l> n/cn2 respectively, obtained

in conditions of high positive filling voltage.

rig. 5, Total spectra (or: a) 10 and b) 50 Volts obtained after

3.6x10* n/c.K fluence.

Fig. 6, Dependence of van der Pauw resistivity on the neutron flu-
enca.

Fig. 7. Dependence of Hall coefficient on fluence.

Fig. 6. Electron and hole concentration dependence on irradiation

fluanca derived from Hall and van der Pauw Measurements.
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